FYI
Overview
FYIs are best for short alerts/announcements that do not require the full features of a news post. FYIs display only within components and on the FYI listing page and do not have standalone pages.

Fields Available
- FYI Title ★
  - Text Field - Plain
- Publish Date ★
  - Date
- Image
  - Select from media library (images)
- Image Caption (*displays in lightbox only*)
  - Text field - Plain
- Body
  - Text Area - Basic HTML
- Category [unlimited] ★
  - Taxonomy Select - FYI Category
- Department [unlimited] (*displays in Listing only*)
  - Node Select - Department
- Program [unlimited] (*displays in Listing only*)
  - Node Select - Program
- FYI Topic [unlimited] (*displays in Listing only*)
  - Taxonomy Select - FYI Topic
- FYI Keyword (*Not displayed*)
  - Text Field - Plain
  - Used in FYI Listing Search

Features
- On click, image will display in lightbox
- If image has caption, it displays in lightbox only